We present the global existence theorem for semilinear Schrodinger equations satisfying gauge invariance. Combining the local existence results and a priori estimates, we construct global solutions with small initial data.
§1. Introduction
In this paper we study the initial value problem for semilinear Schrodinger equations d<u-iAu=F (u,Vu) , in (0,oo)xR" f (1.1) u(0.x)=tt 0 (r), in R", ( The purpose of this paper is to prove the global existence of small solutions to (1.1) -(1.2). Generally, Schrodinger type equations have so-called loss of derivatives because of the first order terms and therefore we cannot obtain classical energy estimates. More precisely, the classical energy estimates hold if and only if . (1.5) It was difficult even to prove the local existence unless (l. 5) holds. But recently, several results on the local existence appeared without the condition (1.5) (see A. Soyeur [15] , C. E. Keing-G. Ponce-L. Vega [9] N. Hayashi-T. Ozawa [5] and H. Chihara [1] [2] ) . Then studies on the global existence have been mainly concerned with the case (1.5) or the special cases without (1.5). These results are the following.
(1) Assume (1.5) . If N (ft,-l) 2 /2ft,>l, namely 5 , (ft, = 2), 2, (ft, = 3), 1, (ft,=4), then (1.1) -(1.2) has a global solution with small initial data (see S. Klainerman-G. Ponce [10] and J. Shatah [14] eliminates the bad first order term lm(dF/dq)d x u (see N. Hayashi-T. Ozawa [5] and H. Chihara [1] ). Recently, S. Katayama-Y. Tsutsumi [8] studied the global existence of small solutions without (1.5 
is available similarly to the case of N=l. Under this assumption, it is easy to see that analogous results to [10] [14] hold. This fact appeared basically in A. Soyeur's work on Ishimori equations [15] . T. Ozawa [13] also studied the global existence for some quadratic semilinear equations with this type of nonlinearity. (4) Recently, N. Hayashi-T. Ozawa [6] studied radially symmetric solutions. In this case, the difficulty coming from the loss of derivatives reduces to that of one dimensional case. Then they proved the global existence of small solutions. The above-mentioned works, except for [2] [9] , delt with the case of (1 . 5) or the case in which the gauge transform is available. C. E. Kenig-G. Ponce-L. Vega [9] Our idea of proof consists of local existence and a priori estimates. Concerning the former, let us consider 
Under the assumption (1.7) , / acts on F as if it were the usual differential operator, and then we can use chain-rule with respect to /. Hence we can get estimates in the weighted Sobolev spaces without giving another linear terms (see §3).
Before the end of this section, we present the organization of this paper. In §2 we study some linear Schrodinger type systems and obtain a sufficient condition of L 2 -wellposedness. §3 consists of preliminaries. We give the local existence theorem and consider the relation between the existence time and the regularity of initial data. Besides we prepare properties of nonlinear term and some useful embedding concerned with /. Finally in §4 we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. §2. Some Linear Systems
In this section we will rewrite the results in [2, §2] as a convenient form to apply to the global existence. Let us consider the following linear systems
where ) (x, ?) and Concerning the details on pseudo-differential operators, see H. Kumanogo 's textbook [11] .
x}), and the operator H(t)=h (t,x,D) is defined by
A simple sufficient condition of L 2 -wellposedness for (2. Our strategy divides into two steps. At the first step we diagonalize the operator H(t) modulo bounded operators. Roughly speaking, its symbol , ft , h (t, x,$) = has two distinct eigen-values provided that |f| is sufficiently large. Thus we can easily diagonalize h(t,x,£;) and therefore this system becomes essentially same as two single equations. At the second step we apply S. Doi's method [3] to this diagonalized system.
Diagonalization.
We define the following pseude-differential operators
where I is the 2 X 2 identity matrix. Using A (t,x, £) and A' (t,x, £), we can diagonalize H(t) modulo bounded operators.
Lemma 2«,3c Under the above assumptions, we have o(A(t)H(t)A(
i)) (x, f) -a(?) -b***(t,x, f) =r 1 (t,x, ?) e (c([0, T] ;S°)) 2x2 , /igrg yl (0 = X (t,
x, D} and A (t)=X f (t, x, D).

Proof. Direct calculations imply
G (A (t) H (t) A (t)) (x, f) = a( (I+A (t)) (A +B (t)) (I-A (t))
We have 
A' (t)A(t) = (I -A (t) ) (I+A (t) ) =I-A 2 (t) .
Then
A (t) H (t) =A (t) H (t) (A (t) A (t) + A* (t) )
=A(t)H (t) A (t) A (t) +A (t) H (t) A* (t) .
Using Lemma 2.3, we have
A (t) H (t) = (A +B diag (t) +Rt (t) )A(t)+A (t} H (t) A 2 (t) = (A +B diag (t) ) A (t) -id (t) , (2.9) where we put C(t)=i(R l (t) A(t)+A (t) H (t) A 2 (t)
) . By using (2.5), (2 . 7) and Operating/I(f) on (2.1), we have Substituting (2.9) into (2.11), we obtain
9, (A (t) v) +iA (t) H (t) v -A, (t) v=A (t)f,
9,(/I(t)v} +i(A +B diag «) U(t) v ) + (C(t) -A t (t)}v=A(t)f. (2.13)
Our diagonalization is completed.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The system (2.13) is a couple of single equations essentially. Thus we can apply the theory of linear Schrodinger type equations. The following arguments in this subsection are basically due to S. Doi [3] .
First we define pseudo-differential operators which eliminate bad first order terms in some sense.° 
(5) belongs to S°° (R). Properties of the transformation K(t)A(t) =k(t,x,D)X(t,x,D)
K t (t) A (t) v +K (t) d t (A(t)v),K (t) A (t) v). (2.13) gives -\\K(t)A(t}v\\ 2 =-2Re(iK(t) (A+B""(t))A(t)v,K(t)A(t)v) dt 11 +2Re((K l (i)A(i)+K(tHC(t)-A t (t)))v.K(t)A(i)v) K(t) A(t)f, K(t)A(t)v),
where
ff(K t (t))(x,&=i
Using (2.10), (2.12) and (2.14), we get 
j$K (t) A (t) vf<-2Re (iK (t) (A +5 diag (t) )A(t)v,K(t)A (t) v) + (C B (t)+\<t>'(t)\)C 2 (t)\\v\\\\K(t)A(t)v\\
\\K(t)A(t}v\\.
Lemma 2.4 implies -2Re ( (t U +B diag (t) ) + 20 (0 Z r (r y ) £»i < D> -
Since (2.3) yields N sharp Carding inequality implies
jj\\K(t)A(t)vf<(t(t)+\<t>'(t)\+C B (t))Ct(t)N(v)\\K(t)A(t)v\\ +2\\K(t}A(t)j\\\\K(t)A(t)vi namely fyfc(t)A(t)v\\<($(t)+\p(t)\+C B (t))^ (2.18)
(2.18) will be very useful later. On the other hand, we can get
JylMI-i < C B (t) \\v|| + H/ll-i < C B (t) C\ (t) N(v)+ \\f\\-i. (2.19)
Combining (2.18) and (2.19), we obtain §3. Preliminaries
In this section we present the local existence theorem, chain-rule with respect to / and some embedding lemma.
Concerning the local existence, we have Proof. Following [2] , we give the outline of proof. First we consider ;=0 ;=0
Moreover we obtain 
MTi
We will derive a contradiction.
Let / be the same integer as in §2. Operating <p k (x) d% on (1.1) -(1.2) and using Leibniz' formula, we have 
Hence we obtain lim sup, T Ti\\<Pk (x) 9"^ W Hi < + °°. D
Now we consider the chain-rule of/. 
/or w e C 00 (R^O , u;terg / 0 , /o, m (a n , ft) , m (a n , ft) e Z +f /, I a n , ft, a w , ft e (Z+) ^, w = 0, 1, •-, N and 2 means taking 2i</ 0 +7o+/+7<ia+/8i restricted to
Proo/. We have only to prove (3.6) with a^O because the usual Leibniz' formula extends (3.6) to the case of general a(^0).
Noting the gauge invariance (1.7) and differentiation to composition, we get for ( M , Now we put 0=|x| 2 /4(l + t) for convenience. We have
=e " (2i (1 1.7) ).
Leibniz' formula gives x n (9|» ( e -' Note N-l -5>l because AT>3. Gronwall's inequality yields N (u (t) ) < C 2 (0) £ exp (C R M 2 (T) (1 +M 35 (T) ) ) .
Since the size of initial data is sufficiently small, then there exists a constant CB which is independent of £, such that we can replace C 2 (0) by C 3 . Taking sup fe[ o,:n, we get M (T) < C 3 £ exp (QM 2 (T) (1 +M 35 (T) ) ) .
Since M (T) is continuous with respect to T, supr> 0 M (T) < °° holds provided that £ is sufficiently small. CH Remark 4.1. Let us consider the case of N=2, p w = 3. Under the condition (1.5) or (1.6), the global existence results hold as we mentioned in §1. On the other hand, since our method gives the loss of time-decay rate 1 + 5, generally we need to assume p w^ § or another additional conditions, in order to get the global existence results. We will explain this additional condition. We decompose F(u,q)=F 3 (u,q)+F 5 (u,q) , where F 3 (u,q) is a cubic homogeneous polynomial and F 5 (u,q} is a higher order term. Assume that lm(dFs/dqj) ,j = l, 2 satisfies null gauge condition of degree 2 (see Y. Tsutsumi [17] In this case, the loss of decay rate in F 3 is d and decay rate in F 5 is -3 + < Then we can also prove the global existence because the decay rate is -2 + < (<-l). For example
F(u,q) -iqiq&i (i.e. F(U, V u) -i (d X iu} (d X2 u)u)
satisfies (1.3), (1.4) with p w = 3, (1.7) and (4.5). But it does not satisfy (1 . 6) and then it cannot be treated by gauge transformation.
